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Computational grid is gaining more importance due to the needs for large-scale 
computing capacity. In computational grid, job scheduling is one of the main factors 
affecting grid computing performance. Job scheduling problem is  classified as an NP-
hard problem. Such a problem can be solved only by using approximate algorithms 
 such as heuristic and meta-heuristic algorithms. Among different optimization 
algorithms for job scheduling, ant colony system algorithm is a popular meta-heuristic 
 algorithm which has the ability to solve different types of NP-hard problems. 
However, ant colony  system algorithm has a deficiency in its heuristic function which 
affects the algorithm behavior in terms  of finding the shortest connection between 
edges.  This research focuses on a new heuristic  function where information about 
recent ants’ discoveries has been considered. The new heuristic function has been 
integrated into the classical ant colony system algorithm. Furthermore, the enhanced 
algorithm has been implemented to solve the travelling salesman problem as well as 
in scheduling of jobs in computational grid. A simulator with dynamic environment 
feature to mimic real life application has been development to validate the proposed 
enhanced ant colony system algorithm. Experimental results  show that the proposed 
enhanced algorithm produced better output in term of utilization and makespan in 
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CHAPTER ONE  
INTRODUCTION 
 
Grid computing utilizes distributed resources and large scale sharing which present a 
tremendous amount of low-cost computational power. Dynamic and unpredictable 
behavior such as the computational performance changes from time to time, the 
networks connections become unreliable, nodes may join or leave the system at any 
time and node may become unavailable without any notification may occur in the grid 
environment. Unlike static computation, grid computing is complicated due to 
heterogeneous computational performance of each resource. 
 
In 1969, Leonard Kleinrock envisaged the grid computing concept when he wrote 
“We will probably see the spread of computer utilities, which, like present electric 
and telephone utilities, will service individual homes and offices across the country” 
(Wankar, 2008). Xhafa and Abraham (2010a) defined grid as geographically 
distributed computers, linked through the internet in a grid-like manner, and are used 
to create virtual supercomputers of vast amount of computing capacity able to solve 
complex problem from e-Science in less time than known before. In present scenario 
grid computing is define as a “type of parallel and distributed system that enables the 
sharing, selection, and aggregation of geographically distributed autonomous 
resources dynamically at runtime depending on their availability, capability, 
performance, cost, and users' quality-of-service requirements”. Grid computing is 
more about collaborating and resource sharing than high performance computing. 
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Grids enable virtual organizations share geographically distributed resources as they 
pursue common goals: assuming the absence of central location, central control and 
omniscience (Foster & Kesselman, 2001).  
  
Grid computing is the infrastructure that involves a large number of resources like 
computers, networks and databases which are owned by many organizations as seen 
in Figure 1.1. These resources are collected together to make huge computing power 
(Donno et al., 2002). Grid computer could be distributed geographically through 
different organization using different platform (Lin & Yen, 2009). 
 
 
               Figure 1.1: Grid computing scenario  
 
Although grid computing appears quite similar to the normal distributed computing, 
its requirements are much more complex than distributed computing. Distributed 
Computing refers to managing hundreds or thousands of computer systems which 
(Kumar and Sekar, 2010) 
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individually are more limited in their memory and processing power. On the other 
hand, grid computing concentrates on the efficient utilization of a pool of 
heterogeneous systems with optimal workload management. The basic aim is to 
utilize an enterprise's entire computational resources (servers, networks, storage, 
sensors, scientific instruments and information), acting together to create one or more 
large pools of computing resources. In the process, it also respects the organization’s 
security policies. There is no limitation of users, departments or originations in grid 
computing. Grid computing focuses on the ability to support computation across 
multiple administrative domains that sets it apart from traditional distributed 
computing. 
 
Computing-intensive and data-intensive services are two services which are offered 
by grid (Xhafa & Abraham, 2010b). In computing-intensive, grid process tasks which 
are not possible or very difficult to process in traditional computer resource, while 
data-intensive storage services provide a storage which is available through many 
mirrors and servers. Grid computing provides powerful computation resources for 
complex tasks such as scientific research, stock markets, and business requirements 
for organizations.  
 
The challenge in grid computing is to find the optimal resources to process the jobs in 
term of minimizing the computational time. Grid computing needs good scheduling 
algorithm to allocate all jobs to available resources. In static scheduling, jobs are 
assigned to the appropriate resources before their execution begins (Chtepen, 2005). 
Once started, they keep running on the same resources without interruption. In 
contrast, dynamic scheduling allows reevaluation of already taken assignment 
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decisions during job execution. It can trigger job migration or interruption based on 
dynamic information about the status of the system and the workload. Stagnation in 
grid computing system may occur when all jobs are allocated to the same resources, 
that is, the resource has a high workload. The challenges of handling this complexity 
bring out the needs for better scheduling algorithm to solve this problem. The 
scheduling problem is defined as an NP-Hard problem by Adeh & Bagherzadeh 
(2011); Maheshbhai (2011); Mao (2011); Wei, Zhang, Li, & Li, (2012). The NP-Hard 
problem needs heuristic and meta-heuristic methods such as Ant Colony Optimization 
(ACO), Simulated Annealing (SA), Tabu Search (TS), Scatter Search (SS) and 
Genetic Algorithm (GA) to solve. 
 
Ant colony optimization has been applied in solving many problems in scheduling 
such as Job Shop Problem (JSP), Open Shop Problem (OSP), Permutation Flow Shop 
Problem (PFSP), Single Machine Total Tardiness Problem (SMTTP), Single Machine 
Total Weighted Tardiness Problem (SMTWTP), Resource Constraints Project 
Scheduling Problem (RCPSP) Group Shop Problem (GSP) and Single Machine Total 
Tardiness Problem with Sequence Dependent Setup Times (SMTTPSDST) (Dorigo & 
Stutzle, 2004). There are many variants of ACO such as the first is Ant System 
(Colorni, Dorigo & Maniezzo, 1991; Dorigo, 1992; Dorigo, Maniezzo & Colorni, 
1991) which has been applied to the Traveling Salesman Problem. Ant colony system 
(Gambardella & Dorigo, 1996) has been introduced to improve the performance of 
Ant system. Max-Min Ant System (MMAS) (Stutzle, 1997) which is based on basic 
ACO algorithm but limiting the pheromone range to the upper and lower values is 




ACO which is based on ant biological behavior takes inspiration from the foraging 
behavior of some ant species. In ant real life, the activities of ant are not regulated by 
any explicit form of centralized control. The presence of these and other unique 
characteristics have made ant societies as an attractive and inspiring model for 
building new algorithms. Workers of ant colony specialize in particular tasks and 
perform them more than other workers do. For example, the soldiers aim for 
protection, the scouts specialize in searching for food sources, and the queen’s task is 
producing new ants. Ants based algorithm has been used in grid computing because it 
can easily be adapted to solve both static and dynamic combinatorial optimization 
problems.  
 
Recent research in ants is the use of ACO for scheduling job in grid computing 
(Bagherzadeh &  MadadyarAdeh, 2009; Bai et al., 2010; Nithya & Shanmugam, 2011; 
 Wei et al., 2012 ). Chang et al. (2008) have adapted ACS and proposed an algorithm 
called BACO to perform static scheduling of jobs in the Taiwan grid. The ACO 
implementation in Fidanova and Durchova (2006) is different from ACO 
implementation on traditional tasks machines scheduling problem. In their research, 
static scheduling was proposed and multiple nodes were used to represent one 
machine. Li (2006) has proposed a bio-inspired adaptive job scheduling mechanism 
but has not considered in reducing the number of jobs allocated to a single resource. 
This will lead to longer computation time. Their work has not considered the speed of 
the computer in computing the initial pheromone value. Global pheromone update 





1.1 Problem Statement 
In grid computing, users will experience delay in response time when the number of 
jobs increased which will lead to congestion. This is because the number of available 
resources is not enough to cater for all jobs or jobs are not efficiently allocated to 
available resources during the scheduling process. Current strategies of job scheduling 
are not efficient enough to support the process in grid computing. Available 
algorithms do not efficiently support the dynamic nature of the jobs and resources 
(Ku-Mahamud & Nasir, 2010). Ant-based techniques in Chang et al. (2008), 
Kousalya and Balasubramanie (2009), Meihong and Wenhua (2010) and Nithya and 
Shanmugam (2011) do not cater for the updating of current status of the resources.  
Load of each resources are not dynamically updated will leads to unbalanced 
utilization (Lorpunmanee et al., 2007). 
 
In scheduling process, there are many factors and parameters that should be taken into 
account such as job size, resource capacity, network speed, current load, and expected 
time to complete (Bai, et al., 2010). In addition, the dynamic and heterogeneous 
nature of grid environment makes the scheduling process more critical such as joining 
and dropping resources to the gird (Maheshbhai, 2011; Malarvizhi & Uthariaraj, 
2009). If the scheduling algorithm is not efficient, the grid system user will 
experience a delay in response time, especially when the number of tasks is increased 
(Nasir, 2011).  
 
Scheduling algorithm is a very important part in grid computing systems and it needs 
to be improved to cater the dynamic requirements. Hence, new or enhanced algorithm 
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for dynamic grid scheduling problem is required to improve the grid computing 
systems performance (Maruthanayagam & UmaRani, 2010; Nasir, 2011). 
 
ACS algorithm is not efficient in large-scale computation problem due to the 
stagnation nature of pheromone in ACS (Mathiyalagan et al., 2010). ACS algorithm 
utilizes the value between the nodes to use it as a heuristic value to calculate the 
probability of choosing the next city. However, one part of the algorithm called 
heuristic function is not updated at any time throughout the process. Such behavior is 
a contradiction to the concept of heuristic. The word “heuristic” comes from Greek 
and means “to know”, “to find”, “to discover” or “to guide an investigation” (Sarker 
et al., 2002). Therefore, an update function to calculate the heuristic value is needed to 
reflect new information discovered by the ants. 
 
1.2 Research Objective 
The main objective of the study is to develop an enhanced ant colony system 
algorithm for dynamic scheduling of jobs in the computational grid environment. 
Specific objectives of the research are: 
 To formulate a heuristic update function for ant colony system that can reflect 
the new heuristic information after completion of any iteration. 
 To integrate the new heuristic function in the ant colony system algorithm  
 To develop a simulation environment that can be used to simulate the dynamic 
grid environment and evaluate the performance of the proposed enhanced ant 




1.3 Significance of the Research 
The proposed enhanced ACS algorithm will be a new family member of ant colony 
optimization algorithms which can be considered as a new contribution to the body of 
knowledge in the area of swarm intelligent. 
 
The developed simulator which can simulate the process of assigning tasks to 
resources dynamically using the proposed algorithm can be used and extended easily 
for other scheduling tasks. The open source format simulator can be modified by user 
to suites their requirements. 
 
1.4 Scope and Limitation of Research 
This study has adopted and adapted the ant colony system algorithm which is a 
member of ant colony optimization algorithms. The algorithm enhancement has 
focused on formulating new heuristic update function to reflect the new heuristic 
information. Single colony of ants has been used in the implementation of the 
enhanced algorithm. 
 
The dynamic nature of jobs in grid environment and batch mode scheduling has been 
considered in this study. Benchmark data have been used in the experiments to 
evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. 
 
1.5 Report Organization 
The structure of the rest of the report is as follows. In chapter 2, an overview of grid 
computing and ACO algorithm concept are introduced. Various approaches that have 




The framework and methodology for developing and evaluating the enhanced 
algorithm is described in Chapter 3. The new heuristic update function is presented in 
Chapter 4. Description of the enhanced ACS algorithm and evaluation of its 
performance in solving travelling salesman problem is also presented in this Chapter. 
 
The enhanced ACS algorithm to schedule job in the grid environment is presented in 
Chapter 5 together with the description of the grid simulator development. 
Experimental results and analysis of applying the new heuristics function for job 
scheduling in grid computing environment are also presented in this chapter. 
 






CHAPTER TWO  
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
This chapter presents the review of previous studies that have been done in the areas 
of grid computing and ACO. The grid computing is discussed in Section 2.1. Previous 
work on ACO and its application in grid computing is presented in Section 2.2 
followed by work related to job scheduling in grid environment in Section 2.3. The 
chapter summary is presented in Section 2.4.   
 
2.1 Grid Computing 
Grid computing evolves from existing technology such as distributed computing, web 
service and internet (Magoules, Pan, Tan, & Kumar, 2009). Job scheduling is an 
important issue in the high performance grid computing environment. An appropriate 
scheduling algorithm can efficiently reduce the response time, turnaround time and 
further increase the throughput. However, finding an optimal grid scheduling 
algorithm is intractable. There are three common types of grid scheduling structures 
(Kumar and Kaur, 2007; Xhafa and Abraham, 2010b). The first type is the centralized 
scheduling which includes a single job scheduler and a single point to collect the 
whole information about the grid. This type of scheduling suffers from lack of 
scalability and fault tolerance. Therefore, it is not considered in the large scale grids. 
The hierarchical scheduling is the second type. It usually involves two schedulers, one 
in the global level, i.e., grid level, and the other in the local level, i.e. cluster level. It 
also suffers from the limited scalability and fault-tolerance but it is scaled well than 
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the first one. The last type is the decentralized scheduling which includes many 
distributed schedulers interacting with each other to allocate jobs and there is no 
single point to collect the information. This type of scheduler is more adaptive for the 
grid systems but less efficient than others. 
 
Grid computing requirements, usage, and definitions have changed with time.  Roure, 
Baker, Jennings, and Shadbolt (2003) categorize the evolution of grid into three 
different generations. First generation called metacomputing environment such as 
FAFNER and I-WAY projects. Second generation, the grid technology developed 
such as grid resource management, resource brokers and schedulers, grid portal, and 
complete integrated systems. Some Projects developed at this era are Globus, Legion, 
and UNICORE. Third generation represents the integration between grid computing 
and web services technologies such as OGSI and WSRF. 
 
Grid architecture consists of four layers (Magoules et al., 2009. The architecture 
identifies fundamental system components, purpose and functions of these 
components, and indicates how these components interact. The first layer is user 
application and the second layer is the middleware layer which includes management 
of software and packages. Third layer deals with resources available to the grid such 
as data storage, processing capabilities and other application-specific hardware while 
the fourth layer deals with network components such as routers, switches, and the 






An example of a middleware is GLOBUS (Asadzadeh, Buyya, Kei, Nayar, & 
Venugopal, 2005) which is probably the largest and most commonly employed 
academic grid project. It is cooperative work of Argonne National Laboratory and the 
University of Southern California's Information Science Institute with many 
additional contributors. GLOBUS allows sharing of computing power, databases, and 
other tools securely online across corporate, institutional and geographic boundaries 
without sacrificing local autonomy. The core services, interfaces and protocols in the 
Globus toolkit allow users to access remote resources seamlessly while 
simultaneously preserving local control over who can use resources and when. The 
Globus architecture has three main groups of services accessible through a security 
layer. These groups are Resource Management, Data management and Information 
Services.  
 
Magoules et al. (2009) classify the usage of grid applications into five major groups: 
First group is distributed computing which is grid computing application to solve 
problems that cannot be solved on single system such as simulation of complex 
physical process, which needs many resources like CPU and memory. Second group 
called high-throughput computing where grid utilizes the unused processor cycles in 
order to perform independent tasks. Using this method, a complex task can be divided 
into multiple tasks and the grid will schedule and manage the process. Problems such 
as bio-statistical, molecular simulations of liquid crystal and Monte Carlo simulations 
are very suited for high-throughput computing. Third group is on-demand computing. 
For this type, some resources cannot be cost-effectively or not locally located. 
Therefore, grid can provide an access to such a resource. Yet there are many issues to 
be addressed such as security, scheduling, code management, configuration, fault 
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tolerance, and payments process. A typical example of an application requires on-
demand computing is the use of dynamically acquired supercomputer to perform 
cloud detection algorithm. Forth group is data intensive computing, which is grid that 
can be used to manage data from distributed data repositories, digital library and 
database. A field such as High Energy Physics (HEP) is an example of application 
that requires data intensive computing support. Fifth group is called collaborative 
computing whereby some applications require strict real time capabilities and 
different types of interactions that can take place. A typical example of such 
application that could use a collaborative computing is multi-conferencing.  
  
2.2 Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm 
In 1992, Marco Dorigo presented the first ACO algorithm in his PhD thesis to search 
for an optimal solution in graph (Dorigo & Stutzle, 2004). Several variants of ACO 
are Ant System (AS), Elitist Ant System (EAS), Rank-Based Ant System (ASrank), 
Max-Min Ant System (MMAS), Ant Colony System (ACS).  
 
Ant Systems is the first algorithm introduced in ant colony optimization algorithms 
and the prototype of a number of ant algorithms extension. It was initially proposed to 
search for an optimal path in a graph based on the behavior of ants seeking a path 
between their colony and food source (Colorni, Dorigo & Maniezzo, 1991;  Dorigo, 
Maniezzo & Colorni, 1991; Dorigo & Stutzle, 2004). Ant System is also the first 
ACO algorithm which has been applied to the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) 
(Dorigo, Maniezzo & Colorni, 1996). Three different versions of AS were proposed 
which are ant-density, ant-quantity, and ant-cycle. In ant-density and ant-quantity, the 
ants update the pheromone directly after a move from a city to another city. But in 
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ant–cycle, the pheromone update was only done after all the ants had constructed the 
tours. The two main phases of the ant system algorithm constitute the ants’ solution 
construction and the pheromone update. The performance of ant system when 
compared to other algorithms tends to decrease dramatically as the size of the test-
instances increases. For AS tour construction, ant applies probabilistic action choice 
rule, called random proportional rule, to decide which city to visit next. The 
probability of ant to move from node to node depends on pheromone and a heuristic 
values. AS updates the pheromone trails after all ants have constructed their tours. 
The first step in pheromone updating is lowering the pheromone values (evaporation) 
on all arcs by a constant factor. This step will enable the algorithm to forget the bad 
decision previously taken, at the same time if the arc is not chosen by the ants, its 
associated pheromone value decreases exponentially in the number of iterations. After 
evaporation, all ants deposit pheromone on the arcs they have visited in their tour.  
 
The first improvement on Ant System, called the Elitist strategy for Ant System 
(EAS) was introduced by Dorigo (1992) and Dorigo et al. (1996). This algorithm 
provides strong additional reinforcement to arcs belonging to the best tours found 
since the start of the algorithms. In EAS, the global best solution deposits pheromone 
on all iterations along with all other ants and pheromone evaporation is implemented 
as in Ant System.  The use of the elitist strategy allows Ant System to both find better 
tours in a lower number of iterations. The additional reinforcement of best tour is 
achieved by adding extra quantity of pheromone to its arcs based on the tour length 




Rank-Based Ant System (ASrank) is another improvement over Ant System. It is the 
rank-based version of ant system introduced by Bullnheimer, Hartl and Strauss 
(1999). In ASrank, each ant deposits an amount of pheromone that decreases with its 
rank. In addition, as in EAS, the best-so-far ant always deposits the largest amount of 
pheromone with during iteration. In ASrank, the first step in updating the pheromone 
trails is sorting the ants by increasing the tour length. The quantity of pheromone an 
ant will deposit is weighted according to the rank of the ant. During iterations, only 
the best ranked ants and the ant that produced the best-so-far tour are allowed to 
deposit pheromone. Among the AS-based algorithms, both ASrank and EAS performed 
significantly better than AS, with ASrank giving slightly better result than EAS.  
 
Max-Min Ant System (MMAS) is another variant of ACO. This algorithm has direct 
improvement over AS (Stutzle, 1997; Stutzle & Hoos, 1997). MMAS differs from the 
basic approaches of AS in the following aspects. Firstly, it uses a greedier search 
mechanism that allows a good exploitation of the accumulated experiences. Secondly, 
MMAS uses a range of pheromone trails values to the interval that help to avoid the 
premature stagnation (all ants early converge to one sub-optimal solution) of the 
search process. Thirdly, the initial value of pheromone trails is set to the upper 
pheromone trail limit with a small pheromone evaporation rate to increase the 
exploration of tours at the start of the search. Finally, In MMAS, pheromone trails are 
reinitialized each time when the system does not produce an improved tour for a 
certain number of consecutive iteration. To update pheromone trails, in MMAS after 
all ants have constructed a tour, pheromones are updated by applying evaporation as 
in AS. Then the deposit of new pheromone is applied based on the best-so-far tour. 
Only one of the two ants is allowed to add pheromone, either the best-so-far ant or the 
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iteration-best ant. In MMAS, lower and upper limits [min and max] of pheromone on 
any arc are used to avoid search stagnation.  
 
Ant Colony System (ACS) is introduced by Dorigo and Gambardella (1997a; 1997b) 
to improve the performance of AS. ACS differs in three main aspects from ant 
system. First, ACS uses a more aggressive action choice rule than AS. Second, 
pheromone is added only to moves belonging to global-best solution. Third, each time 
an ant moves on a path, it removes some pheromone from that path. The three main 
phases of the ACS algorithm constitute the ants’ solution construction, global 
pheromone trail update and local pheromone trail update. ACS algorithm starts the 
tour construction when ant moves from node to node. Ant will choose the node using 
one of the two rules. First rule called pseudorandom proportional rule which is based 
on exploitation mechanism. Second rule uses exploration mechanism which is based 
on the probability distribution used in AS. The tuning between exploitation and 
exploration is controlled by a parameter. ACS algorithm applies global pheromone 
trail update where only one ant (the best-so-far ant) is allowed to add pheromone after 
all ants finished constructing their tours. In addition, ACS algorithm applies local 
pheromone trail update. In this update, all ants apply local pheromone update rule 
immediately after moving on arcs during the tour construction using the evaporation 
concept. Table 2.1 shows the different working mechanism of the ACO variants. 
 
Table 2.1: Work mechanism of ACO variants 
 
Work mechanism 
AS 1. All ants deposit pheromone on the arcs they have crossed in 
their tour. 
EAS 1. Provide strong additional reinforcement to the arcs belonging 





ASrank 1. Ant deposits an amount of pheromone that decrease with its 
rank.  
2. In each iteration, only the best-so-far ant always deposits the 
largest amount of pheromone. 
MMAS 1. Strongly exploits the best tour found. 
2. Limit the possible range of pheromone trail values to the 
interval [min, max]. 
3. Pheromone trails are initialized to upper pheromone trail 
limit. 
4. Pheromone trails are reinitialized each time the system 
approaches stagnation.   
ACS 1. Exploits the search experience accumulated by the ant more 
strongly than AS. 
2. Pheromone evaporation and pheromone deposit take place 
only on the arcs belonging to the best-so-far tour. 
3. Each time an ant uses arc (i, j) to move from node i to node j, 
it removes some pheromone from the arc to increase the 
exploration. 
 
Variants of ACO algorithm have been derived and extended to exploit the search 
history without losing the chance of exploring new areas of the search space. Among 
them ACS algorithm appears to be promising to extend the framework of ACO. It 
provides good opportunity to explore wide area of the search space in reasonable 
time. All variants of ACO algorithm have some similarity in their foundation such as 
utilize the heuristic information and pheromone value. The solution is based on 
constructing. All the ACO algorithms apply pheromone evaporation. 
 
An extension of the ACO framework called Multiple Ant Colony Optimization 
(MACO) was proposed by Gambardella, Taillard and, Agazzi (1999) to solve the 
vehicle routing problem with time windows. The basic idea of this algorithm is to 
coordinate the activity of different ant colonies, each of them optimizing a different 





Cordon, de Viana, Herrera and Moreno (2000) and Cordon, de Viana and Herrera 
(2002) proposed the Best-Worst Ant System (BWAS) as another extension of the 
basic idea of AS by including some concepts from evolutionary computation 
algorithms. BWAS uses the same transition rule as in AS algorithm to construct ants’ 
solutions.  Then, BWAS enhances the ants’ solution by using local optimizer to bring 
each solution to its local optimum. Like AS, ASrank and MMAS all pheromone 
updates are performed by daemon actions.  
 
Multiple ant colony model called “Cooperative multi-ant Colony Pseudo-parallel 
Optimization Algorithm” was proposed by Liqiang, Yang and Yuntao (2010). In their 
approach, three sub-colonies were used for optimization. Each sub-colony 
respectively uses ant system algorithm, ant colony system algorithm, and max-min ant 
system algorithm independently. Each sub-colony has its own pheromone matrix. By 
using three different colonies, the pheromone matrix will have different distributions 
and characteristics of change. After certain number of iteration and fulfilling the 
condition of pheromone interaction, the matrices of pheromone of the three sub-
colonies will interact. The interaction will be according to their weight value to gain 
new pheromone matrix. After the interaction process, the algorithm re-initializes the 
three pheromone matrices. They conducted experiments to solve the traveling 
salesman problem. The experiments results show that their algorithm performance is 
better than the classic algorithms (AS, ACS and MMAS). The researchers of model 
claim the ability to prevent the system from stagnation because of different 
distribution of different ant algorithm used. However, their algorithm performs 
slightly better than classical MMAS, while MMAS has less complexity in 
implementation and processing time. 
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Mou (2011) proposed a new approach using “Double Pheromones” techniques for ant 
colony system. The study model was designed to solve Generalized Traveling 
Salesman Problem (GTSP) which is an extension of the classical traveling salesman 
problem. In GTSP, the nodes were partitioned into group called clusters. The solution 
to GTSP is to find the shortest closed tour visiting exactly one node from each cluster. 
For such a problem, there are two pheromones namely: pheromone between the 
groups and pheromone on the edges. The researcher tries to differentiate between 
those pheromones by applying double pheromones concept. In addition, a mutation 
idea inspired from genetic algorithm was introduced in this study. According to the 
experiment results conducted by the author, applying double pheromones produce 
better performance. However, the instances used in their experiment were small. 
According to Xiaojiang, Jiapin and Min (2011) they state about ant colony system that 
“it is difficult to realize overall optimum and takes long time when being applied to 
large-scale TSP”. In addition, the implementation and influence of mutation idea was 
not illustrated in their study. 
 
Scheduling can simply be done by assigning incoming task to available resource. 
However, by using more advanced and sophisticated scheduler algorithm, better grid 
computing performance can be obtained. Scheduler should take into account many 
aspects such as dynamic tasks environment, joining and dropping of resources from 
grid and evaluating the current load of the resources (Kousalya & Balasubramanie, 
2009; Mathiyalagan et al., 2010; Visalakshi & Sivanandam, 2009).  
 
Scheduling problem is defined as an NP-Hard problem which needs heuristic and 
meta-heuristic methods to solve it (Adeh & Bagherzadeh, 2011; Maheshbhai, 2011; 
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Mao, 2011; Wei et al., 2012). The following studies present ant colony optimization 
algorithms for job scheduling problem and current research in grid computing.  
 
An ant colony optimization for dynamic job scheduling in grid environment was 
proposed by Lorpunmanee, Sap, Abdullah and Chompoo-inwai (2007) which aimed 
to minimize the total job tardiness time. The initial pheromone value of each resource 
is based on expected execution time and actual execution time of each job. The 
process to update the pheromone value on each resource is based on local update and 
global update rules as in ACS. The algorithm allows already occupied resources to be 
allocated to jobs. However, testing was not performed on the possibility of resources 
pulling out from the grid. An ant colony optimization algorithm for static jobs and 
resources scheduling in grid computing was proposed by Ku-Mahamud and Nasir 
(2010) which combines the techniques from Ant Colony System and Max–Min Ant 
System. The algorithm focuses on local pheromone trail update and trail limit values. 
A matrix is used to record the status of available resources and the agent concept is 
also integrated in this algorithm for the purpose of updating the grid resource table.  
 
A research on balanced job scheduling using Ant Colony Optimization (BACO) for 
grid environment has been conducted by Ruay-Shiung, Jih-Sheng and Po-Sheng 
(2007). The main issue they try to solve is how to schedule jobs efficiently in a grid 
environment. In their approach, they used four main components: portal, information 
server, jobs scheduler and grid resource. BACO algorithm is applied inside jobs 
scheduler to select the most appropriate resource to execute job. Experiment was 
conducted on Taiwan UniGrid platform which consists of 26 campuses. BACO 
performance was compared with Improved Ant Algorithm (iACO) and Fastest 
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Processor to Largest Task First Algorithm (FPLTF). Results show that BACO has the 
ability to balance job scheduling load in the entire system. However, according to 
Liang, Yan-Li, Song-Yang and Wei-Ming (2010) and Liqiang et al. (2010), using 
single ant colony will lead to local optima because of stagnation that occurs due to 
positive pheromone feedback mechanism.  
    
Liu, Shuo, Meng and Lixing (2009) proposed a study to improve ant colony 
optimization for Job Scheduling Problem (JSP). In their approach, they address the 
problem of “misusing the great resources for minor purpose” where several resources 
are always idle and others are busy processing jobs. They solved the problem by 
introducing improved ACO algorithm called “making concessions in order to gain 
advantages” based on ACO. The experiment conducted using grid pheromone model 
simulation. Results show that the improved ACO algorithm could perform better than 
the conventional ACO. The new algorithm could make better use of resources and 
solve “misusing the great resources for minor purpose”.  
 
Kousalya and Balasubramanie (2009) combined local search and ant system algorithm 
to solve the grid scheduling problem with the objective to increase the throughput. 
Results of their approach were compared to Min-Min algorithm (Wang, Siegel, 
Roychowdhury & Maciejewski, 1997) and Ant Algorithm (Liu, Yang, Li & Shi, 
2006). The instances of bench mark problem are classified into twelve different types 
of matrices. All instances consist of 512 jobs and 16 machines. The proposed 
algorithm produced better results that the other algorithms. However, only a 
makespan criterion is used as algorithm performance measurement while other criteria 
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such us utilization and load balancing are not considered which are very important in 
grid computing. 
 
A study to improve ant system algorithm using MaxStd was conducted by 
Bagherzadeh and MadadyarAdeh (2009). They argued that using classical AS which 
was applied to the machine and task problem by (Dong, & Akl, 2006) will not achieve 
the optimal solution. In their approach, they hybridize MaxStd and AS methods with 
the aim to give higher probability to tasks that have higher standard deviation. 
Experiments were conducted on twelve different types of problems and results show 
an improvement in makespan and utilization which vary from 3% to 29% depending 
on problem type. However, the proposed algorithm was only compared to ant system 
algorithm proposed by Kousalya and Balasubramanie (2008 ) which is not considered 
the newest variant of ACO algorithm. 
 
A research on task scheduling with load balancing using multiple ant colonies 
optimization (MACO) in grid computing was conducted by Bai et al. (2010). Multiple 
ant colonies were used to avoid local optima which are common phenomena when 
single colony of ant is used. In their framework, they consider both positive and 
negative feedback in searching for solutions by sharing the search information and 
exploring a wider area of search space with the cooperation between the ant colonies. 
They define the degree of imbalance by calculating the heuristic value using the load 
computing of each node. Experiments conducted have compared MACO with ant 
colony systems (Dorigo & Gambardella, 1997a) and first-come-first-served (Harchol, 
Crovella & Murta, 1998). Results showed that their algorithm outperforms the other 
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algorithms in term of makespan and load balancing. However, the solution for 
intractability between performance and load balancing is not illustrated. 
 
Zhu and Wei (2010) presented a study to improve ACO in general where min-min 
algorithm was used to improve the lack of initial pheromone in ant colony algorithm. 
In their approach, they used two criteria to evaluate the goodness of the proposed 
scheduling algorithm i.e. makespan and resource load. The algorithm objective is to 
minimize makespan to the shortest time possible and at the same time distribute the 
load equally among resources. GridSim simulator (Xin, 2009) was employed in the 
experiment which shows that the improved ant colony optimization produce better 
performance and load balancing than min-min algorithm. However, the experiment is 
very limited in number of resources, number of tasks and other environment 
parameters. 
 
Zhang, Zhang and Li (2010) proposed a new algorithm where modification on AS 
algorithm for the Job Shop Scheduling Problem (JSSP) with makespan criterion was 
made. They suggested a new priority rule served as the heuristic information which 
tries to improve the convergence and solution qualities by introducing a local search 
procedure based on the neighborhood of the JSSP. Their experiment results indicate 
that the proposed algorithm is effective and also better than the classical AS 
algorithm.  
 
Song, Sun and Cao (2010) addressed two problems with classical ACO algorithm 
which are slow and easy to fall into the local optimal solution. To solve those 
problems, they proposed an algorithm called hybrid converse ant colony optimization 
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(HCACO” with global convergence. HCACO algorithm uses ACO algorithm and 
simulated annealing algorithm. The hybrid algorithm can quickly rule out the poor 
solutions. Thus the pheromone of optimal path will be updated immediately and 
search time will be reduced. The use of SA algorithm has helped the algorithm 
escaped from producing local optimal solution. Experiment conducted on a simulator 
with 13 hard benchmark problems. Results of the proposed algorithm were compared 
with Parallel Genetic Algorithm (PGA) and ACO. HCACO shows the best result in 
term of average relative error percentage which is smaller than PGA and ACO. The 
calculation time of HCACO and PGA was equal. 
 
Nithya and Shanmugam (2011) proposed a new Hybrid Ant Colony Optimization 
(HACO) algorithm for jobs scheduling in grid computing. In their research, they 
focused on high performance computing criteria to decrease the execution time in grid 
computing. The proposed algorithm is based on ant colony optimization for dynamic 
batch mode heuristic mapping. The new approach consider each job as an ant in the 
colony and the pheromone details provided to help in finding the optimal solution. 
The proposed algorithm uses a new rule for updating the pheromone, and probability 
matrix calculation formula in order to increase the efficiency of the existing ant 
colony algorithm. Different types of experiments were conducted. The results show 
that the proposed algorithm reduces the makespan in reasonable time. However, the 
load balancing criteria is neglected in their research which is very important factor in 
grid computing performance and throughput.  
 
A recent study presented by Wei et al. (2012) aims to improve the ant colony 
algorithm for grid task scheduling. They introduce a new type of pheromone and a 
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new node redistribution rule, at the same time, the algorithm can track the 
performance of resources and tag it. The proposed algorithm considers the load 
balance, task execution time, and resource fault. The approach replaces the path 
pheromone into node pheromone to describe the handling capacity of current 
resource. The meaning of pheromone in this algorithm is resource processing 
capacity. The proposed system model consists of task receiver, task scheduler, and 
resource information service collector. The new pheromone called resource 
suitability. By using this formula, the algorithm can evaluate the resource stability and 
increase its pheromone. Another important improvement in this algorithm is resource 
redistribution rule which handles the unsuccessful task processing. The results were 
compared with classical ant algorithm. They claim that their algorithm performs better 
than the basic ant algorithm. However, the idea of second type of pheromone is 
interesting but the experiment is very limited. In order to prove this concept, more 
experiments are needed and more comparison with other algorithms such as ant 
colony systems, and ant systems are required.  
 
There is also work reported on utilizing ACO in resource discovery of grid 
environment (Pethalakshmi, 2012)  . The proposed ACO technique employed two 
mechanisms as trail evaporation and daemon actions. The trail evaporation is 
performed as the ant reaches the Time To Live (TTL) zero value. It means that the ant 
has travelled enough distance and it need not have to wait more time. Hence in order 
to make the network free and information seeking easier the pheromone trails are 
made to evaporate. Similarly the ants while moving have to update the details 
regarding the path to the hops passing through. Based on the details collected from the 
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ants in the network, the resource can be allocated for the job to complete. The 
resource selection is based on the bandwidth utilization and resource location  
 
2.3 Job Scheduling in Grid Computing 
One of the major challenges for the grid computing researchers is to find out the 
efficient allocation of resources to the tasks submitted by users. Due to dynamic 
nature of resource availability and lack of the centralize control, allocation mechanism 
should be highly distributed and robust to tackle problems arise in the grid 
environment. A lot of research has been carried out to support the decision making of 
the Meta scheduler using well known machine learning techniques. Even simple 
reinforcement learning can be used to achieve load balanced resource allocation in 
large scale heterogeneous system (Galstyan et al., 2005). Researches can use the 
theory of Genetic Algorithms, Rough Sets and Neural Network for the scheduling or 
predicting approximate time of execution of the job which is a computationally hard 
problem to solve otherwise. 
 
A high performance scheduling algorithm based on Fuzzy Neural Networks has been 
proposed in (Yu, Luo, Chou, Chen, & Zhou, 2007). Fuzzy logic technique is used to 
evaluate the grid system load status and adopt the Neural Networks to automatically 
tune the membership functions. It has been shown how the proposed algorithm is 
beneficial when there are many factors that influence the system’s load circumstances. 
As the number of factors increase, it becomes very difficult to set up the system. In 
another work, a predicting model of task’s runtime based on Back-Propagation neural 
networks considering several factors has been proposed which is the heart of any 
scheduling and resource allocation algorithms (Chi, 2005). 
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Carretero, Xhafa, and Abraham (2007) presented a study using genetic algorithm for 
job scheduling in grid computing systems. Two encoding schemes (chromosomes) 
have been considered for GA operators in their study. For algorithm evaluation, the 
experiments conducted using the benchmark of (Braun et al., 2001).  Makespan and 
flowtime criteria were used as fitness optimization criteria. Minimizing the makespan 
is the fundamental criterion while minimizing the flowtime is the second criterion. 
The quality of the schedules produced by the proposed algorithm is compared with 
other genetic algorithm results obtained from literatures. The experiments results 
show that their approach outperform the other algorithm. However, the experiments 
conducted using static environment without considering the load balancing. More 
study and investigation are required to proof this concept. 
 
A study presented by Xhafa, Alba, and Dorronsoro (2007) proposes a job scheduling 
using Cellular Memetic Algorithms cMAs in grid computing. They consider cMAs as 
high level algorithms whose description is independent of the problem being solved. 
The proposed algorithm applied local search after each recombination (or mutation) 
on the newly obtained solution and then evaluated. They targeted two criteria for 
optimization: makespan and flowtime. Makespan measures the productivity 
(throughput) of the system and flowtime measures its quality of services. The 
experiments conducted using a data benchmark presented by (Braun et al., 2001). The 
presented algorithm compared with GA for evaluation. The results show that their 
algorithm performs better than genetic algorithm for consistent and semi-consistent 
grid scenarios. However, the proposed algorithm did not perform well for inconsistent 




Xhafa, Carretero, and Alba (2008) proposed a design and evaluation of tabu search 
algorithm for job scheduling in grid computing. Their objectives were to minimize the 
makespan as a primary objective and flowtime as secondary one. TS algorithm is used 
as a meta-heuristic algorithm for job scheduling. They conducted extensive 
experiments to fine-tune the parameters of TS algorithm. The objective from using TS 
algorithm is to perform an intelligent exploration of the search space that would 
eventually allow avoiding getting trapped into local optima. They conducted 
experiments to measure the quality of their algorithm. They compare the proposed 
algorithm with other meta-heuristic algorithms such as hybrid TS and ACO. The 
results show that the proposed algorithm outperforms the other algorithm in term of 
makespan. However, load balance criterion is not considered in the presented study 
which is a very important criterion for grid computing performance.  
 
Xhafa, Carretero, Doorronsoro, Alba (2009) proposed a study for scheduling 
independent jobs in computational grid using tabu search algorithm. Two objectives 
defined in their study as minimization of the makespan and flowtime. Expected Time 
to Compute (ETC) matrix was used as a model in the study in order to make realistic 
simulations of the grid systems. The algorithm designed in hierarchical mode in 
which the two objectives are optimized in different steps. The makespan criterion is 
considered as the main objective followed by flowtime criterion as secondary 
objective. The experiments conducted using classical benchmark that is frequently 
used in grid simulations presented by Ali et al. (2000). The proposed TS algorithm 
compared with ACO+TS, Cellular Memetic Algorithm CMA hybridized with TS as 
local search step. The experiments results show that the proposed TS algorithm 
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outperforms the other algorithms for 8 out of the 12 instances. The other 4 instances, 
hybrid of ACO and TS algorithm provide better results.  
 
Malarvizhi and Uthariaraj (2009) have conducted a study for grid job scheduling 
using minimum Time To Release algorithm (TTR) and have proposed architecture for 
grid scheduling. Several architecture components are dispatcher, grid scheduler and 
load balancer. The idea behind their approach is to predict the performance of each 
resource by estimating the total TTR and then maps with each resource and based on 
TTR each combination of job and resource are stored in an increasing order of TTR to 
assign to a resource. They also calculate other parameters such as transfer input time 
and transfer output time which makes the module more realistic and accurate for real 
life. The experiments conducted using GridSim and the environment consist of 
scheduler, five users with different time requirements and rates of task creating, and 
30 nodes with different computer power. They compare their algorithm TTR with first 
come first serve (FCFS) algorithm and Min-Min algorithm. The results show that the 
proposed algorithm performs better than the other in term of computation time. 
However, according Xhafa and Abraham (2010b), heuristic and meta-heuristic 
algorithms such as ant colony optimization (ACO) and genetic algorithm (GA) give 
better results in solving job scheduling than other types of algorithm. 
 
A study conducted by Wang, Duan, Jiang, and Zhu (2010) presents a new algorithm 
for grid task scheduling using Genetic and Simulated Annealing algorithms (GSA). 
The algorithm combine genetic algorithm with simulated annealing algorithm. They 
point out that in spite of GA is fast in searching rate at the beginning, it suffers from 
trapping in local minimum while SA takes long time to get the global minimum. 
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Based on those reasons, the authors combine GA with SA to inherent the convergence 
property of simulated annealing and parallelism capability of genetic algorithm. The 
hybrid algorithm GSA will start with GA which is stopped prematurely after 
satisfying the termination condition. After that, each node visited at the last generation 
with the considered as best node found overall and is taken as starting input for the 
simulated annealing algorithm. The experiment results show that GSA performs better 
than GA and SA. GSA has the ability to converge to a global minimum because of SA 
property. However, the experiment conducted only used 15 tasks and 3 resources 
which are not enough to prove the robustness of the algorithm and the feasibility of 
time calculation for big problem space such as 100 tasks and more than 10 resources. 
Therefore, more investigation is needed to evaluate the hybrid algorithm GSA. 
 
A comparison of four meta-heuristic algorithms for task scheduling in computational 
grid system was presented by (Meihong & Wenhua, 2010). The algorithms used in 
their study for comparison are genetic algorithm, ant colony optimization algorithm, 
particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSO), and simulated annealing algorithms. 
The evaluation criteria are makespan and the mean response time. The authors 
conducted experiments using static environment. The results show that PSO algorithm 
has the best performance among the other algorithms. However, the experiments 
conducted in static environment and very small scenario (5 users and 3 resources). 
Therefore, the robustness of the compared algorithms is not proofed. In addition, only 
classical versions of the algorithms are used while enhanced versions are better in 
terms of performance. In order to obtain a clear picture about which meta-heuristic is 
better, more investigation and experiments are required using a classical benchmark 
such as the one presented by (Ali et al., 2000).  
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A study conducted by Kumar, Kumar, and Kumar (2011) for job scheduling using 
genetic algorithm. In their study, they consider the network transmission time when 
making scheduling decisions. They argue that the scheduler who does not take into 
account the network load when making the scheduling decisions might produce not 
optimal scheduling. In their work, they implemented multi-objective genetic 
algorithm for the jobs scheduling in grid computing using GridSim simulator. The 
algorithm focused on minimizing the jobs’ finalization time and makespan by 
minimizing the jobs’ data transfer time between data storage location and computing 
resource site over the network. The job size presented in Million Instructions (MI) and 
the resource capacity presented in Million Instructions Per Second (MIPS).  To 
calculate the network load in the scheduling algorithm, they used four arrays. The 
proposed algorithm compared with non-network-aware scheduling algorithm for grid 
computing. The results show that the proposed scheduling algorithm performs better 
than the non-network-aware scheduling algorithm. However, the experiments scenario 
is very limited (using only 50 jobs) which did not give a clear robustness picture 
about the algorithm. Nevertheless, the idea of calculating the network transmission 
time is very important when scheduling jobs in grid computing and needs more 
investigation to concrete the concept. 
 
A hybridized algorithm between genetic algorithm and tabu search for batch 
scheduling in computational grids has proposed by (Xhafa, Kolodziej, Barolli, & 
Fundo, 2011). The authors show that hybridization between two meta-heuristics 
algorithms will overcome the limitations of single meta-heuristic algorithm. They 
used high level hybridization between GA and TS. GA will flow until a stopping 
condition is met, and then passes the best output solution to the TS as an initial 
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solution input for further improvement. They have implemented Steady State version 
of GA in their work. Static and dynamic grid environments considered in the 
experiments scenarios. To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, 
makespan and flowtime were used as criteria where makespan is the primary 
objective and flowtime is secondary. The experiments results showed that in static 
case for makespan value the hybrid GA andTS algorithm outperform GA, TS, and 
GA(TS) for large size grid scenario. In the dynamic case, for makespan value the 
hybrid GA and TS algorithm outperforms GA, TS, and GA(TS) only for small size 
grid scenario. Therefore, their algorithm is suited for small size grid systems in static 
and dynamic modes. Their study didn’t solve the problem inside the mechanism of 
GA or TS; it is only overload in iterations. Therefore, their approach didn’t solve 
large size grid scenarios problem with dynamic nature. 
 
Zhu, Li, Gu, Wu, and Eguchi (2011) proposed an approach using parallel genetic 
annealing algorithm on grid. The aim of their study is to increase the processing speed 
of grid computing. The experiment conducted using Globus toolkit. The algorithm 
evaluation was based on comparison between serial and parallel algorithms. The 
experiment result shows that the results obtained using parallel algorithm is faster 
than the serial algorithm. However, the study is very limited in terms of 
implementation details and experiments scenario. Nevertheless, the idea of parallel 
algorithm could enhance the meta-heuristic algorithms. 
 
A comparison study on the performance of population-based meta-heuristic 
algorithms for job scheduling in grid computing has proposed by (Xhafa, Kolodziej, 
Duran, Bogdanski, & Barolli, 2011). The authors presented the performance of 
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different meta-heuristic algorithms, namely genetic algorithms, memetic algorithms, 
and cellular memetic algorithm. In addition, the hybridization with local search 
method such as tabu search was presented as well. The approach aims to measure the 
makespan and flowtime as performance criteria in hierarchical model. In this model, 
minimizing the makespan is more important than minimizing the flowtime. The 
experiments conducted using HypeSim-G grid simulator with static and dynamic 
environments. The experiment of static environment shows that memetic algorithms 
achieved the best results in term of makespan in large size instances, and results 
closer to the best makespan for small and medium size instances. For dynamic 
environment, the results show a clear superiority of hybrid versions of cellular 
memetic algorithm and tabu search for the three scenarios small, medium, and large 
size instances. This study provides a clear picture about the performance of those 




It is clear from the previous studies that scheduling problem is NP-Hard problem. So 
far, there is no exact algorithm for solving NP-Hard problem. Therefore, approximate 
algorithms were used for solving such a problem. All the approximate algorithms do 
not guarantee to find the optimum solution but they try to reach near optimum 
solution within a reasonable time and resources. ACS is one of those algorithms 
which have shown a good performance in solving different type of optimization 
problem. However, in huge instances problem, ACS suffer from stagnation problem 
which make it insufficient in term of computation time and solution quality. The huge 
instance means the search space is very big. In order to search a wide area of that 
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search space, ants in ACS algorithm need to explore more nodes and arcs. In addition, 
the number of ants needs to be increased. However, increasing the number of ants will 
make the search process very slow because each ant will construct its own solution. 
Therefore, increasing any parameter value related to those issues will not give better 
result, instead of that, it will produce worse result. Therefore, ACS needs better 












CHAPTER THREE  
FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY 
 
This chapter presents the framework and methodology for this research. The main 
activities of the research are presented in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 describes the 
methodology and the chapter summary is presented in the last section.   
 
3.1 Research Framework 
The framework is developed as a roadmap that intends to provide guidance in doing 
the research. The research framework starts with formulating a heuristic update 
function to reflect the change in the heuristic information of ACS algorithm. The 
second stage is the development of the enhanced ACS algorithm followed by the 
testing of the performance of the enhanced algorithm in solving the travelling 
salesman problem. This is followed by the development of the simulator and finally, 
testing the performance of the enhanced ACS algorithm in solving grid job scheduling 





Formulate heuristic update function 
 
Integrate heuristic update function in 
ACS 
 
Develop enhanced ACS and evaluate 
its performance in solving TSP 
 
Develop enhanced ACS for solving 
job scheduling problem 
 
Develop grid simulator and evaluate 
the performance of enhanced ACS 
 
 
Figure 3.1: Research framework 
 
3.2 Research Methodology 
In computer science, methodological research can be divided into three sections, i.e. 
theoretical, experimental and simulation research. Research methodology can also be 
divided into retrospective, prospective, experimental, and non-experimental 
approaches (Kumar, 2011). McGeoch (2012) define the experimental approach as 
“Experimental algorithmics combines the tool of the empiricist – code and 
measurement – with the abstraction-based approach of the theoretician”. The author 
stated that “The experimental approach has made important contributions to problems 
in algorithm design and engineering”.  
 
This research proposes an enhanced ACS algorithm for jobs scheduling problem in 
grid computing. The proposed algorithm needs to be evaluated with other meta-
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heuristic algorithm such as ACS. In order to do this evaluation, conducting 
experiments are required using benchmark data. Therefore, the methodology that will 
be adopted in this research is experimental approach in order to evaluate the 
performance of the proposed enhanced algorithm. 
 
3.2.1 Develop New Heuristic Update Function 
A heuristic update function has been formulated to reflect the new heuristic 
information obtained by best-so-far tour after every completion of iteration. Only best 
ant will be allowed to update the heuristic value to avoid stagnation problem. 
 
3.2.2 Integrate New Heuristic Function in ACS Algorithm 
The new heuristic update function has been integrated in the ACS algorithm where 
heuristic value will be updated after every completion of iteration.  
 
3.2.3 Develop and Evaluate enhanced ACS Algorithm for TSP  
An enhanced ACS algorithm has been developed and testing of its performance in 
solving TSP problems has been performed. Benchmark data from TSPLIP have been 
used in the evaluation of the enhanced ACS algorithm.  
 
3.2.4 Develop Enhanced ACS Algorithm for Job Scheduling Problem  
Modification of the enhanced ACS algorithm for TSP has been performed to suit grid 
scheduling of jobs in grid environment. This version of enhanced ACS algorithm is 




3.2.5 Develop Grid Simulator and Evaluate the Enhanced ACS Algorithm 
A simulator with multithread concept has been developed using C# language. The 
multithread concept is to enable the ants to move in parallel while constructing the 
best tour.  
 
The simulator development process starts with the development of the classical ant 
colony system algorithm for TSP problem from TSPLIP. Figure 3.2 shows the 
console application for solving 51 cities problem. In order to validate the simulator, 
experiments on different TSP data set were conducted and the results are compared 
with previous study from (Dorigo &  Gambardella, 1997a; Dorigo &  Gambardella, 
1997b).  After validating the simulator, the enhanced ant colony system algorithm for 
travelling salesman problem is implemented in the simulator. 
 







The simulator is again enhanced to include the enhanced ant colony system algorithm 
for grid computing. The enhanced algorithm, an engine to generate resources and 
another engine to generate jobs were developed. Figure 3.3 shows the interface of the 
grid computing simulator.  
 
Figure 3.3: Grid computing simulator. 
 
The dynamic environments in terms of tasks and resources have been implemented. 
The size of the tasks has been represented in million instructions format. The 
resources capacities have been measured in million instructions per second. The 
experiments scenario and parameters were adopted from Zhu & Wei (2010).   The 
calculation of the matrix is based on expected time to compute (ETC) of each task 
with every processor element in the grid resources. The ETC matrix values are 
generated dynamically. In this scenario, the grid environment consists of seven 
resources and a range of 10 to 100 tasks with dynamic capacity. The resources join 
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and drop dynamically every six minutes (the time to finish processing each batch of 
tasks) in the grid environment. 
 
Results from the experiments have been compared with the results from ACS 
algorithm based on makespan and utilization (Xhafa & Abraham, 2010a). Those 
criteria have some contradiction in some cases. In this study, makespan is of higher 
priority than utilization.   
 
3.3 Summary 
The framework that has been presented has been used to guide the researcher in 
conducting the research. The implementation of the study has been made easy when 





CHAPTER FOUR  
ENHANCED HEURISTIC FUNCTION IN ANT COLONY SYSTEM 
ALGORITHM 
 
This chapter presents the enhancement of ant colony system algorithm where a new 
heuristic update function has been formulated. The proposed new heuristic function is 
presented in Section 4.1.  Section 4.2 describes the enhanced ACS algorithm for 
travelling salesman problem while Section 4.3 presents experimental results and 
analysis in testing the performance of the enhanced algorithm. Summary of this 
chapter is presented in Section 4.4. 
 
4.1 Proposed New Heuristic Update Function  
Enhancement of ACS algorithm has been proposed by many researches to solve the 
optimization problem (Ilie & Badica, 2010; Lianming, 2011; Liqiang et al., 2010; 
Wei-jie, Xiao-min, Jun & Rui-Zhang, 2009; Xiaojiang et al., 2011). In their works, 
they proposed many ideas to increase the algorithm performance. However, all the 
studies have focused on local and global pheromone update functions. In general, 
problems are modeled as graph that consists of nodes and edges. ACS algorithm 
utilizes the values between the edges to use it as a heuristic value for the calculation 
of probability to choose the next node. However, heuristic value is not updated at any 





The proposed new heuristic function will update the heuristic value every time the 
ants find a better solution in the iteration. This is done to reflect the new status of 
solution. After the ant has constructed its solution, a global update process will be 
applied to update the best-so-far solution. This event will change the environment for 
the next iteration. A function will trigger at this moment to reflect this change and 
thus a new heuristic value will be obtained. The new information will be applied to 
the best-so-far edge. The pseudo-code for the proposed enhanced heuristic function is 
shown in Figure 4.1. If there are n nodes, then there will be n path that will be 
inspected and the new heuristic value (η) will be updated accordingly. 
Step 0: for each path in the best tour do step 1 to 2 
         Step 1: if path i (i = 1, 2, n) is not updated before do step 2 
                  Step 2: ηi = ηi + (δ/ best-so-far tour)  // δ is parameter from (0-10) 
End 
 
Figure 4.1: Pseudo-code of proposed enhanced heuristic function 
 
By applying this function, the heuristic values will change according to the quality of 
the best-so-far solution. Best solution will increase the heuristic value and vice versa. 
The parameter δ will determine how much the influence of the updating value should 
be applied to the heuristic value. If δ = 0 then no update will occur which reflects the 
heuristic value in the classical ACS. The heuristic value on each edge will be updated 
only one time during the whole process if it belongs to the best-so-far edge. This 
condition will eliminate the issue of stagnation that may occur if the heuristic value is 
updated more than one time.  
 
The generic EHF_ACS algorithm is depicted in Figure 4.2.   The difference between 
this algorithm and the classical ACS is the application of the enhanced heuristic 




       Initialize parameters 
       While (termination condition not met) do 
 Construct Ants Solutions 
 Apply Local Pheromone Update 
       End - While 
      If (New Ant Solution better than Global Best Solution) 
              Global Best Solution = New Ant Solution 
      Apply Global Pheromone Update 
      Apply New Heuristic Function 
End - Procedure 
 
Figure 4.2: EHF_ACS algorithm 
 
4.2 EHF_ACS algorithm for Travelling Salesman Problem 
In order to apply EHF_ACS to the travelling salesman problem, several initializations 
will have to be performed on the following parameters:  
i. Calculate distance between cities using Euclidean distance method. 
ii. Calculate heuristic values using heuristic function (1/distance). 
iii. Initialize pheromone on all paths using the method (1 / (No of cities * 
nearest neighbor solution). 
iv. Set the variables: alpha (α) = 1, beta (β) = 2, delta (δ) = 0.5, q = 0.9, 
evaporation rate (p) = 0.1, 0 < p ≤ 1, number of ants = 10, and number of 
iteration = 10000. 
 
If α = 0, the closest cities are more likely to be selected. This corresponds to the 
classic stochastic greedy algorithm with multiple starting points since ants are initially 
randomly distributed over the cities. If β = 0, only pheromone amplification is at 
work. In other word, only pheromone is used without any heuristic bias. This 
generally leads to poor results and in particular, for values of α > 1 it leads to the rapid 
emergence of a stagnation situation. This is a situation in which all the ants follow the 
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same path and construct the same tour, which, in general, is strongly suboptimal 
(Dorigo and Stutzle, 2004). δ = 0.5 is used in all experiments. If δ = 0, then no change 
in heuristic value will happen. If δ > 10, the ant will be bias to this path which will 
affect the behavior of the algorithm. The parameter p is used to avoid unlimited 
accumulation of pheromone on any trails and it enables the algorithm to ‘‘forget’’ bad 
decisions previously taken. No evaporation is applied if p = 0, and all pheromone has 
evaporated if p = 1.  
 
Ants will be randomly distributed to cities after the initialization process.  All the ants 
will move concurrently and each ant will start building a solution which is a function 
of the distance between the cities. Each time an ant moves from a city to the next city, 
the pheromone on that connection (edge) will be evaporated using local update 
mechanism. After all ants have constructed their solutions, the best solution will be 
selected based on the shortest tour.  The best solution will be saved as global best 
solution if it is better than the current global best solution. A global update will be 
applied at this step using the global best solution. The benefit from global update is to 
increase the probability of selecting the next city (or the edge) for the next iteration. 
The function of the local update is to reduce the probability of selecting the same city 
(or edge) for the following ant. Local update helps to reduce stagnation problem when 
sometime ACO algorithm does not show a convergence behavior (i.e., ants do not 
converge to the generation of a common path) (Dorigo & Gambardella, 1997a; 
1997b). Local update also helps to increase exploration mechanism. The heuristic 
function will start immediately after the global update in order to update the heuristic 




Procedure EHF_ACS for TSP 
Step 0: Read TSP file (Coordinate points X and Y); 
Step 1: Calculate distance; 
Step 2: Calculate heuristic values;     
Step 3: Initialize pheromone; 
Step 4: Set Algorithm parameters; 
Step 5: Initialize ants array; 
Step 6: While (termination condition not met) do steps 7-15 
            Step 7: For each ant (ant[i], i = 0, 1, …, m) do step 8; 
       Step 8: Create Thread;  /// one thread for each ant to move in parallel 
End - For               
Step 9: For each Thread (Thread i, i = 0, 1, …, m) do Steps 10-11; 
                   Step 10: Construct ant[i] Tour;  
                   Step 11: Apply Local Pheromone Update; 
End - For 
Step12: If (Best Anti tour is shorter than Global Best tour) Do Step 13 
                   Step 13: Global Best tour = Best Anti tour; 
Step 14: Apply Global Update Pheromone; 
            Step 15: Apply New Heuristic Function;  
End – End step 6 
End - Procedure 
 
Figure 4.3 EHF_ACS algorithm for TSP 
 
The quality of each ant solution is measured using the tour length. In this case, the 
shorter tour length means better solution quality. After completing all iterations, the 
heuristic value is updated for each edge that has not been updated before.  
 
4.3 Evaluation of Proposed Algorithm on Travelling Salesman Problem   
Experiments were conducted on eight (8) data sets from TSPLIP with different sizes. 
The Core i7-2600 CPU @ 3.4 GHz machine with 8 GB RAM was used in conducting 
the experiments. The ACS algorithm and EHF_ACS algorithm have been developed 
using C# programming language and multi-thread concept with the aim ants can be 
moved in parallel. To test the validity of the ACS algorithm implementation, test has 
been performed with TSPLIP data and comparison of results has been done with 




After conducting experiments on different TSP instances, it is found that δ = 0.5 will 
produce good results. However, this depends on the problem domain and dimensions. 
The settings of the parameters are as follows:    
α = 1, β = 2, δ = 0.5, q = 0.9, m = 10,  = 0.1, τ = 1/(N*nn),  
where  τ is the initial pheromone value, N = number of cities and 		 = nearest 
neighbour. Table 4.1, shows the results of the proposed algorithm, Best Known 
Solution (BKS) and ACS results from previous studies (Aljanaby, Ku-Mahamud & 
Norwawi, 2008; Kangshun, lanlan, Wensheng, & Bing, 2008; Wei-Jie & Jun, 2010; 
Wei-Jie et al., 2009).  It can be seen from the results that the proposed algorithm 
produces better solutions quality in terms of best and mean tours, and smaller standard 
deviation (SD). The mean and SD shows the robustness of the proposed algorithm and 
its ability to guide the ants to quickly converge to the best solution. Each data set was 
run for five times to calculate the mean and SD. All the experiments using EHF_ACS 
produced good solution with minor differences between the runs. The bold text in 
Table 4.1 shows the mean tour, SD and best tour achieved using the proposed 
EHF_ACS algorithm. Overall, the standard deviation values for the proposed 
algorithm is lower than that of the ACS algorithm which implied that better results are 












Table 4.1: Performance of EHF_ACS algorithm on TSP 
 
Note. The value (*) is missing from the original study 
 
The results in Table 4.1 are again depicted in Figures 4.4 until 4.11. Figure 4.4 
represents the mean tour length of att48 instance using ACS and EHF_ACS. The 
enhanced algorithm was able to find shorter mean tour than the classical ACS. The 
mean tour length produced by EHF_ACS is shorter by 5.56 % as compared to the 
mean tour length produced by ACS. 
 
Figure 4.4: Mean tour length of att48 
Figure 4.5 presents the mean tour length of eil51 instance using ACS and EHF_ACS. 
In this case, the mean tour length produced by the proposed algorithm is 0.05 % 




ACS EHF_ACS |Mean ACS – 
Mean 
EHF_ACS|% 
Mean SD Best Mean SD Best 
att48 33522 35595 *--- 33780 33614.4 43.135 33587 5.56 % 
eil51 426 428.21 2.05 426 428 1.095 426 0.05 % 
st70 675 682.50 2.82 677 677.2 0.748 676 0.78 % 
eil76 538 541.55 2.97 538 545.2 1.469 543 0.67 % 
rat99 1211 1219.60 6.45 1211 1212.6 0.8 1211 0.57 % 
kroA100 21282 21441.30 112.13 21315 21297.2 11.51 21282 0.67 % 
eil101 629 640.67 5.86 630 633 2.449 631 1.20 % 




Figure 4.5: Mean tour length of eil51 
 
Figure 4.6 shows the comparison of mean tour lengths produced by the proposed 
algorithm and ACS for the st70 instance. The mean tour length produced by the 
proposed algorithm is 0.78 % shorter than the mean tour length produced by ACS. 
 
Figure 4.6: Mean tour length of st70 
 
Figure 4.7 depicts the mean tour length of eil76 instance using ACS and EHF_ACS. 
Only in this instance the classical ACS was able to find shorter mean tour than 




Figure 4.7: Mean tour length of eil76 
 
Figures 4.8 until 4.11 depict the mean tour length of rat99, kroA100, ei1101 and 
rat195 instances using ACS and EHF_ACS. In all four cases, the enhanced algorithm 
was able to find shorter mean tour lengths as compared to ACS by 0.57 %, 0.67 %, 
1.20 %, and 0.24 % respectively.   
 




Figure 4.9: Mean tour length of kroA100 
 
Figure 4.10: Mean tour length of eil101 
 




The mean tour length differences between EHF_ACS and ACS are summarized in 
Table 4.2. 
 
Table 4.2: Summary of mean tour differences 
Instances Differences in Mean Tour Length  % in Difference 
att48 1980.6 5.56 % 
eil51 0.21 0.05 % 
st70 5.3 0.78 % 
eil76 3.65 0.67 % 
rat99 7 0.57 % 
kroA100 144.1 0.67 % 
eil101 7.67 1.20 % 
rat195 5.76 0.24 % 
 
4.4 Summary 
The proposed enhanced heuristic function was able to reflect the new heuristic 
information that was obtained during the implementation of ACS algorithm to solve 
the travelling salesman problems. This new information represents the heuristic 
experience that was gained by the ants while moving along paths between cities. Each 
time when an ant obtained a heuristic experience, the experience will be used in 






CHAPTER FIVE  
ENHANCED ANT COLONY SYSTEM FOR GRID JOB SCHEDULING 
 
This chapter presents the experiments conducted in validating the enhanced algorithm 
in dynamic scheduling of jobs in grid computing. Section 5.1 presents the grid 
resource management concept while Section 5.2 describes the proposed algorithm for 
grid job scheduling.  Description on a simulator that has been developed is provided 
in Section 5.3 and experiments to find parameter values are presented in Section 5.4. 
Section 5.5 presents the experiments and results obtained in evaluating the proposed 
algorithm for grid job scheduling and the summary of the chapter is presented in 
Section 5.6 
 
5.1 Grid Resource Management  
Job scheduling is considered as an NP-Hard problem (Adeh & Bagherzadeh, 2011; 
Maheshbhai, 2011; Mao, 2011; Wei, Zhang, Li & Li, 2012). In grid environment, the 
scheduler is responsible to find suitable resource to process specific job. Figure 5.1 
illustrates the relations between jobs, resources and scheduler. Jobs are submitted to 
the grid system by users (represented by straight lines).The scheduler will assign jobs 
to resources (represented by dotted lines) according to the scheduling algorithm 




Figure 5.1: Jobs, resources and scheduler relations. 
 
Job scheduling problem can be presented as a directed graph (digraph) with nodes and 
directed edges. Resources and jobs are represented as nodes and the directed edges 








Figure 5.2: Directed Graph representation of jobs and resources. 
 
Job scheduling problem is different from traveling salesman problem where in 








J1 J2 J… 
Jn 




of distinct vertices is connected by a unique edge. In job scheduling, graph the 
connections (edges) are only between resources and jobs and directed from resources 
to jobs. There is no connection (edge) between resources and resources or jobs and 
jobs. Therefore, applying EHF_ACS from TSP to job scheduling problem needs some 
modification in steps and adding some constraintss. The research focuses on dynamic 
environment where the speed of the resources varied from 50 MIPS to 250 MIPS. The 
size of the jobs varies from 0-9 second. Batch mode processing is adopted and the 
scheduler starts at specific time (interval) to assign the new jobs to suitable resources. 
Makespan and resource utilization are two important criteria in evaluating any 
scheduling algorithm. To avoid contradiction between utilization and makespan in 
limited resource situation, a fair load balancing policy is applied whereby priority is 
given to makespan. 
 
5.2 Proposed EHF_ACS for Grid Job Scheduling 
In order to apply EHF_ACS to job scheduling problem, several initializations will 
have to be performed on the following parameters:  
i. List of jobs and resources 
ii. Array for the pheromone 
iii. The variables alpha (α), beta (β), delta (δ), p, q, number of ants and 
number of iteration. 
 
Ants will be randomly distributed to resources after the initialization process.  All ants 
will move concurrently and each ant will start building a solution which is a function 
of processing all jobs using all resources. Each time an ant moves from resource 
(node) to resource, the pheromone on that connection (edge) will be evaporated 
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according to local update function. The benefit of local update function is to reduce 
the probability of selecting the same resource (node) by the following ant. Local 
update also helps to reduce stagnation problem and increase exploration mechanism. 
After all ants constructed their solutions, the best solution will be selected based on 
makespan and utilization criteria. The best solution will be saved as global best 
solution if it is better than the current global best solution. A global update function 
will be applied at this step using the global best solution. The benefit from global 
update function is to increase the probability of selecting this particular resource for 
the next iteration. The enhanced heuristic function will start immediately after the 
global update in order to update the heuristic values. Figure 5.3 shows the EHF_ACS 
algorithm for grid job scheduling. 
 
Procedure EHF_ACS 
Step 0: Set Parameters, Jobs array & Resource array; 
Step 1: Calculate Expected Completion Time (ECT); 
Step 2: Set Load array;     
Step 3: Set Heuristic array;  /// 1 / ECT 
Step 4: Set Pheromone Array; /// τ0 
Step 5: Initialize ants array; 
Step 6: While (termination condition not met)  
               do steps 7-15 
Step 7: For each ant (ant[i], i = 0, …, m) do step 8 
Step 8: Create Thread;  /// one thread for each ant  
          End - For                       
          Step 9: For each Thread (Thread i, i = 0,…, m) do Steps 10-11; 
Step 10: Construct ant[i] Solution;  
Step 11: Apply Local Pheromone Update; 
           End - For 
          Step12: If (Best Anti Solution is better than Global Best Solution) Do Step 13 
                    Step 13: Global Best Solution = Best Anti  Solution; 
          Step 14: Apply Global Update Pheromone; 
          Step 15:    Apply New Heuristic Function;  
      End - While  
End - Procedure 
 




The quality of each ant solution is measured using makespan and resource utilization 
criteria. In this case, shorter makespan and higher utilization means better solution 
quality. After completing all iterations, the assignment process (i.e. distribution of 
jobs to resources based on the final solution from EHF_ACS) starts and load 
information is updated for each resource. The whole process will be repeated at 
specific interval to schedule new income jobs.  
 
5.3 Grid Computing Simulator 
A simulator has been developed using C# language for the purpose of evaluating the 
proposed algorithm on the grid job scheduling. The simulator consists of three parts 
which are: 
1- Job Generator Engine 
This engine has the responsibility to generate jobs with specific configuration 
according to user requirements. 
2- Resource Generator Engine 
This engine is responsible to create different type of resources according to 
user requirements. 
3- Ant Colony System Engine with enhanced heuristic function 
This is the main part of the simulator. After creating jobs and resources, the 
user can enter all the algorithm parameters to the engine through graphical 





Figure 5.4: Grid simulator interface 
 
The implementation of the ACS for dynamic environment in grid computing is 
difficult to test for its validity due to the random process of dropping and joining 
resources. However, the implementation of ACS in the grid simulator has been 
validated by testing the ACS performance in TSPLIP with published results by 
Dorigo and Gambardella (1997a) and Dorigo and Gambardella (1997b). 
 
5.4 Parameters Testing and Analysis  
Testing of the proposed EHF_ACS algorithm has been performed to find the best 
values for the number of ant and the number of iteration. The performance metric that 
was used is resource utilization. Testing was done for 50 jobs of various size from 
500-1000 MI and seven resources with capacity varying from 50-250 MIPS with load 
from 0-9 second. Load is the prior workload on each available resource which has to 
finish before it starts processing new task. In order to compute the total time needed to 




The total time for machine to finish processing new task can be calculated using the 
formula: 
Total time to compute task = (job size (MI)/processor capacity (MIPS)) +  
    current load (time to finish prior work) 
 
5.4.1 Number of Ant 
Ant Colony Optimization can work with a colony that consists of a single ant. 
However, according to Dorigo and Stutzle (2004) a colony of more than one ant is 
more desirable than a single ant. In most situations, ACO algorithms perform better 
when the number of ants is more than one. Basically, the number of ants is a function 
that depends on the type of ACO algorithm being used as well as the domain of the 
problem being solved. Therefore, most of the time, the number of ants is set 
experimentally. Table 5.1 shows the results of EHF_ACS algorithm using different 
number of ants from 1- 10 and this result is also presented in graph form as depicted 
in Figure 5.5. 
 
Table 5.1: Average utilization with different number of ants in EHF_ACS. 
No. of Ants Best Mean Standard Deviation 
1 67.339 61.27 2.42 
2 68.502 60.72 2.91 
3 74.005 63.44 6.42 
4 78.338 64.88 7.21 
5 83.864 66.9 9.92 
6 65.666 59.01 3.43 
7 83.875 63.15 7.23 
8 83.875 62.8 9.56 
9 77.691 63.11 6.1 





Figure 5.5: Utilization with different number of ant. 
 
The results show that 7 and 8 ants produce the best resource utilization. However, 
using 7 ants will be faster in term of processing time and lower standard deviation 
value. Therefore, the number of ants to be used in the following experiments is set to 
7. 
 
5.4.2 Number of Iteration 
Number of iteration can affect the results dramatically. There is no rule for setting the 
number of iteration. However, experiments show that 1000 iterations will give 
acceptable results in term of differences between the best utilization results and the 
average utilization results. Less difference indicates that the algorithm has the ability 
to reach near optimum every time with reasonable difference. Table 5.2 shows the 

























Table 5.2: Difference between best and mean utilizations. 
No. of Iteration Best Mean SD (Best – Mean)% 
100 91.099 82.36 4.56 9.59% 
200 88.179 83.52 3.22 5.28% 
300 94.378 86.96 6.37 7.86% 
400 93.926 85.65 6.21 8.81% 
500 91.761 87.71 3.08 4.41% 
600 93.584 86.9 4.38 7.14% 
700 94.434 85.8 4.9 9.14% 
800 92.359 90.33 1.39 2.20% 
900 92.711 90.35 2.16 2.55% 

























Figure 5.7: Mean utilization using different number of iterations. 
 
5.5 Algorithm Testing on Grid Job Scheduling  
Experiments were performed to test the performance of the proposed algorithm using 
the developed simulator. Jobs were created with size varies from 500 – 1000 Million 
Instruction (MI) and the number of jobs is set between 10 and 100. The number of 
resources created for these experiments are seven resources with capacity varying 
from 50 – 250 Million Instruction per Second (MIPS) with load from 0 – 9. 
 
In total, the number of experiments conducted is 100 for ACS and 100 for EHF_ACS. 
10 instances crated based on incremental number of jobs from 10-100 with interval of 
10 jobs. Each 10 experiments conducted using same instances to get the average and 
SD of each 10 experiments’ results.  Other parameters settings for ACS and 




























Table 5.3: The algorithm’s parameters 
No. of Ants 7 
α 1 
β 2 
Initial Pheromone (t0) 0.0001 
p 0.5 
q 0.9 
No. of Iteration 1000 
δ  0.5 
 
The performance metrics used to evaluate the proposed algorithm were makespan and 
utilization. Shorter makespan indicates faster performance in term of processing time 
while utilization criteria indicate the quality of jobs scheduling and load balancing 
policy. Contradiction between makespan and utilization may occur if there is limited 
resource. Therefore, load balancing provide fair distribution rather than equal 
distribution in order to get good performance.  
 
Table 5.4 presents the comparison between ACS and EHF_ACS in terms on 
makespan and utilization where better results are highlighted. It can be seen that for 
makespan, the proposed algorithm performed better than ACS algorithm in 8 out of 
10 cases. As for utilization, the proposed algorithm performed better than ACS 
algorithm in 7 out of 10 cases. The results in Table 5.4 are again presented in Figures 
5.8 and 5.9 which display the utilization and makespan of 7 resources with various 




Table 5.4: ACS and EHF_ACS performances 
 ACS EHF_ACS 
Task Makespan UT Avg UT SD Makespan UT Avg UT SD 
10 12.52 64.56 62.48 1.04 15.929 77.715 74.82 3.82 
20 22.638 74.716 71.59 3.3 20.541 90.14 85.74 5.63 
30 33.364 92.396 83.94 5.24 29.395 88.246 82.94 3.86 
40 35.566 88.658 81.57 5.46 43.547 85.604 81.41 2.81 
50 51.913 88.984 77.1 5.7 42.575 92.96 87.85 3.14 
60 65.359 88.896 82.81 5.1 50.327 94.369 87.5 4.62 
70 64.82 77.747 74.02 7.26 59.836 89.643 84.14 3.61 
80 71.647 96.154 79.75 8.79 65.747 96.14 87.39 5.32 
90 101.043 80.417 73.95 3.8 73.134 94.106 87.56 4.48 
100 110.039 82.26 74.68 3.75 80.284 95.472 86.62 4.99 
 
 
Figure 5.8: Utilization of 7 resources with various tasks using ACS and EHF_ACS 
 
 







































The unstable utilization pattern using classical ACS is depicted in Figure 5.10 
whereas EHF_ACS algorithm produces a more stable utilization pattern as shown in 
Figure 5.11.  Higher utilization rate was also recorded for the proposed algorithm as 
compared to ACS algorithm. 
 
 
Figure 5.10: Utilization and makespan using ACS 
 
 
Figure 5.11: Utilization and makespan with EHF_ACS 
 
5.6 Summary 
The enhanced ACS algorithm that incorporates the new heuristic function was able to 

























information provides more experience to ants for their next iteration. No stagnation 
will occur when the updating activity is fixed to only one time for each edge in the 
whole process. Results show that EHF_ASC outperformed the classical ACS in 
scheduling of jobs in grid computational environment. ACS_HF algorithm shows 








CHAPTER SIX  
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
An enhanced ant colony system algorithm has been presented in this report. ACS 
algorithm was improved by introducing new heuristic function to reflect new heuristic 
information. The enhanced algorithm was implemented to solve traveling salesman 
problem and job scheduling problem in computational grid system. Research 
contributions are highlighted in Section 6.1 followed by suggestion for future work in 
Section 6.2. 
 
6.1  Research Contribution 
The three objectives of this research have been fulfilled. The new heuristic function 
that has been proposed is the first contribution. The heuristic function can produce a 
heuristic value that reflects the quality of the best-so-far solution. This is important 
because ants can be guided to choose a path that will prevent stagnation. The new 
heuristic function is integrated into the classical ACS algorithm thus enhancing it. The 
enhanced ant colony systems algorithm, which is the second contribution, can be 
considered as a new member to the family of ant colony optimization algorithms. 
Results show that the proposed algorithm outperforms the classical ant colony system 
algorithm.  
 
The grid simulator that was developed using object oriented concept by C# language 
can be considered as the third contribution. Any extension and inheritance could be 
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applied to this simulator to be used with other problem scenario using ant colony 
optimization algorithms.  
 
6.2  Recommendation for Future Work 
This research has focused on one part in grid computing and optimization problem. 
There are many other parts that can be investigated. Failure tolerance and job 
migration are other issues that can be investigated in grid computing. Enhancing the 
quality of service in grid computing requires many things to be improved such as 
security, job dependences, connectivity speed, job-resource requirements and large 
scale of grid system. 
 
Makespan and utilization are two criteria that have been considered in this research. 
There are other criteria which are useful in enhancing grid performance such as 
system usage, queueing time, throughput, turnaround time, cumulative throughput, 
response time, deadlines, user priority and complexity analysis.  The developed 
simulator can be enhanced to cater the testing of these criteria. 
 
Exploitation and exploration are two mechanisms in Ant colony system algorithm. 
The exploitation mechanism make the ant exploits available information in the path 
(edge), while exploration mechanism make the ant discover new path (edge). 
However, when comparison was performed on the performances of both mechanisms, 
it was found that exploitation is far better than exploration mechanism. Therefore, 
future work could focus on enhancing exploration mechanism to improve the ant 
colony system and introduce a balance between exploitation and exploration 




The enhanced ACS algorithm could also be used to solve other optimization problem 
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